
Product Introduction 
 
RUNWIN Plastic LED Ceiling Light with Microwave Sensor. 
When we hear “IP54” we may think that it is a Tri-proof light. With this IP level, this light can be 
used under semi –outdoor environment.   
We see other Plastic LED Ceiling Light with Microwave Sensor in the market most of the led chips 
are from bottom of the light. But this one is different from others, the led chip is from side lit,the 
light is very uniform and from the back will reflect the light, it is very unique design. And decorate 
a room. It looks warm and cozy.  
RUNWIN Plastic LED Ceiling Light with Microwave Sensor size have 300mm and 420mm for your 
choose. You want to make the whole space much brighter, 420mm large size design is the best 
choice. It is suitable for living room. 
It has high lumen efficiency 90lm/w. 
The Material consist of PMMA LGP+PP Ring+PP frame+ABS Base+PS diffuser.      
Ring color: gold, silver, black and white any one can selected. Appearance looks nice. 
More function available: Dial CCT, Switch CCT, Tuya WIFI. 
Most selling point For installation: with unique design, installation is very easy and fast.  
 
Product Feature 
 
√ Side-Lit led ceiling light 
√ Material: PMMA LGP+PP Ring+PP frame+ABS Base+PS diffuser    
√ Voltage: 175-265Vac 
√ CCT: 3000K/4000K/6500K 
√ CRI: >80 
√ PF: >0.5   
√ Lumen: 90LM/W   
√ Driver: Non-isolated Driver    
√ Dial CCT,Switch CCT, Tuya WIFI available. 
√ CE approved 
√ 2 years warranty 
√ IP54/IP22 
√Frame can be customized to different colour: Gold | Silver | Black 
 
Product Details 
 
√ Novel and Ultra-thin appearance. 
 



 
 
√Ring color: gold, silver, black and white certain one can selected 

 

 
√Backside –The transparent design at the back will make part of the light shine to the ceiling. 

 
 
√Easy to install . convenient to use. Installation is very fast.  



 

 


